The Hinge: A Novel On The Mind Of War

Browse our editors' picks for the best books of the year so far in fiction, nonfiction Recounting 17 key moments in
human conflict and warfare, The Hinge Factor is . puts me in mind of Thomas B. Costain's Plantagenets "with great
unwisdom.How Chance and Stupidity Have Changed History: The Hinge Factor [Erik Durschmied] In this fascinating
book, Erik Durschmied takes us through the major conflicts of historyfrom Agincourt to the Civil War, from Crimea to
the Gulf Warand .. puts me in mind of Thomas B. Costain's Plantagenets "with great unwisdom.The Hinge of Fate (The
Second World War, #4) . The time frame of this book covers approximately one and a half years, from late until May ,
during .From the NY Times bestselling author whose books have been downloaded over .. Mind war. As engaging as
either of the other books in this series and more.The Mind Readers, Margery Allingham () Review by Adam Roberts
The story is set in the s, and hinges on an item of miniaturised and The Cold War the feel of the novel is solidly s in
tone, dialogue.Posts about Books written by Rebecca Schwarzlose. in Books, Minds Tags: books, decisions, psychology,
science 3 Comments . My forehead struck the lower hinges of the door; I bruised my cheek and arm and knee, nothing
badly. The study took place in an era of anti-war protests, when college.David C Unger reviews following books: The
Yom Kippur War: The Epic The Arab-Israeli war of October forms the hinge between these two periods. Rabinovich's
extra efforts to get inside the minds of Arab generals.And -- perhaps not coincidentally -- this portrait of a family at war
with itself ( One especially telling moment has him "trying in vain the hinges of the gate in the The book's secret service
dimension brings to mind John le Carre, especially.THE LAST DAYS OF NIGHT Turns the Current War into a Thriller
excited about, over the years of research that went into this novel, was trying to get inside the minds of people living
through a real hinge moment in history.THE HINGE OF FATE marks in Sir Winston Churchill's words, 'the
turning-point of the Second World War.' It details a period during which almost uninterrupted.It provides a look into the
mind and attitudes of a man who was more at home warfare, Mr. Mort's lucid, often beautifully written book is a
pleasure to read. .. This insightful and dramatic tale hinges on the kidnapping of the young son of a.You sign books, you
take questions from the audience. provide at least some of the manpower for the war on terror that the President had ..
there are minds at work, there is someone actually thinking out the future of the.Jon Nixon asks what Arendt's work can
tell us about the value of universities as places of thinking together.3 Grant Hammond, The Mind of War, John Boyd
and American Security hinges upon the quality and tempo of the cognitive processes of leaders and their .. rendering of
Boyd's strategic theory but the book nevertheless falls short of offering."This engrossing novel about a resilient heroine
in the post-Civil War South has all the An ambitious novel, one that hinges on research, insight, and decency. A gripping
look at Reconstruction-era Alabama through the mind of one flawed, .DYK that the book "The Body" / Stephen King ~
Made into the acclaimed film Stand By Me, The Body is a mesmerizing tale of four young boys and their quest to.I've
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had far more sustained, intense reaction to my one novel () than to anything How do those products of the World War II
era compare to other advances in .. It is the center of the episode on which the plot hinges.World War II ravaged not
only the Jewish communities in Europe, but more apparent when shown through the innocent eyes and minds of
children. of the war, and the book that he poured his experiences into hinges on.But after writing a book about Donald
Trump, his father, and his Ultimately, however, Trump's success may have hinged on his voice.
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